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ABSTRACT
Availability of power supply and steady electric power to the users is vital to the growth of any
economy to achieve its maximum benefits. In Nigeria, the country faces a serious challenge in terms
of power supply. This is caused by low power generation as a result of vandalism of power facilities
by dubious people and by other factors like aging of power facilities, overloading transformers, etc.
The main problem is that little generated power is not properly managed. The allocated megawatts
by different load centers (substations) are being consumed above the allocated megawatts. That is
to say that the consumed megawatts exceed the allocated megawatts due to the higher demand for
power. This situation gives birth to emergency load shedding. So, the problem is how do we reduce
this emergency load shedding in transmission lines? The real-time technique was used to examine
and adopted to reduce emergency load shedding in the transmission line. The real-time technique is
a system, that allocates load or megawatts to maintain, allocate sheet for hourly reading, monitor
load, raise alarm if the consumption exceeds the load allocations, and control or isolate substation
that exceeded load allocation. The following were done: Collation of transmissions line outages data,
Application of real-time techniques to Transmission line Network, simulate results using MATLAB.
Hypertext processor (PHP) software was used to write a program that monitors and controls load
allocation. The real-time technique was introduced using General Cotton Mill (GCM) 132kV substation
as a test system, and the result shows that the real-time technique reduces emergency load shedding
by 0.1892%. The work shows the result of the real-time technique and how such a technique can be
extended to the entire grid to reduce emergency load shedding.
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1. Introduction
In Nigeria, power plays a very important role in driving the economy. In agriculture, power plays a role in seedling
planting, and irrigation of farmland. In the education sector, research and sectaries of the school coin easy savor as
a result of steady power supply. In manufacturing industries, that is where the impact of steady power is well felt.
The heavy machine is driven by a constant power supply. Governments also enjoy their series of meetings and
activities of the day as a result of a steady power supply. Consumers are not left behind as they enjoyed cheap
products as a result of the constant power supply. But lack of power or lack of steady power supply or at least 12
hours steady supply in Nigeria had posed a serious threat to all sections of the economy. For instance, in the
education sector, lack of a steady power supply had delayed researches, prices of commodities and services had
gone up and no remedy had been done to salvage the situation.
In a hospital, the same menaces of frequent outages are also experienced there. The money hospital spent on diesel
to power their generator is unbearable, which is not also clean and carbon iv oxide generator release is hazardous
to human health. The Hospital that is supposed to be a relief to the patient now turns to be a threat to the patient
due to the nature of some hospitals and where the generator is located. The annoying part is that the patients bear
the pain accrued from the cost of powering their generator set. In manufacturing industries is where the impact of
power outage is experienced most. Due to constant emergency load shedding and sometimes system collapse,
manufacturing industries find it difficult to produce their product. For instance, in polythene small scale industries,
popularly known as waterproof or leather or nylon. They use an extruder to melt the polythene but due to constant
emergency load shedding they cannot afford a big generator to power the cutting machine but the small generator
cannot power the extruder as a result of this, their business lead to a queuing system when the supply came and
within some hours they enter emergency load shedding. Generally, power outages had affected the manufacturing
industry in terms of emergency load shedding. Lying off workers due to the high cost of production and low turnover
as a result of an increase in the prices of commodities.
Reducing power outages in Nigeria will be a welcome development to address the difficulties government,
residential occupants, manufacturing, hospitals, school, and agricultural sectors experienced. That is the motive of
this research work.
What is a power outage? Power outage is the temporal or permanent drop or cutoff of power from the source to
the receiving end. There are different types of outages based on the report gathered from TCN operators and from
their logbook which is stated below.
Plan outage: this is kind of outage occurs when there is maintenance work. It can be as a result of topping oil in the
transformer, recasting of cable or conductors, replacing outdated panels, etc.
Load shedding: this kind of outage occurred as a result of the drop in the generator, which led the system operator
to shed load in order to maintain the load that will not cause problems to the system, or leads to force outage or
system failure.
Force outage: this kind of outage occurred as a result of a fault on the line. This takes place when vegetation touches
the line, it leads to earth fault when two lines meet each other which lead to over current faults, in a case the
distribution company doesn’t have good protection system because of windy condition, it trips and inter trip the
transmission 132KVbreaker. Another form of force outage is when the generated load is not used, which causes the
330KV line to be in a very high voltage and trip the line on high voltage.
Emergency load shedding: this occurred when the consumed megawatts exceeded allocated megawatts.
In the past, many techniques, tools, and methods were employed to reduce outage in the transmission line which
includes clearing the right of way, that is clearing vegetation, using modern protection systems, using fuzzy logic and
artificial neural network as a tool to reduce outage, increasing the generating capacity to meet the growing demand,
forecasting, that is using a mathematical formula to calculating the anticipated load for an area in the future, but as
it stands today, the rate of outage, especially load shedding is alarming. This study proposes a real-time technique
to reduce emergency load shedding in the transmission line.
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2. Method
Real-time Design
A real-time system is a system in which the functioning of the system, the timing of the system, and the result
produced by the system are the same.
The design was done as a written program that can allocate load, control, and isolate the system when a particular
substation exceeded its load allocation.

Actuator

Real-time control system

Actuator

Circuit breaker panel

Sensor

Figure 1: Real-time Block Model
Sensor: responsible for checking the input signal
Actuator: It is the interface between the panel and the system
Real-time control system: it is responsible for making a decision based on the command it receives.
Control systems
There is an interface between the system and the ammeters, which when the consumed megawatts exceeded the
allocated megawatts, the system will switch the substation OFF and send them a message that they are out, but if
they are within their allocated megawatts, the system allows them to be ON.
Controls systems are in response to sensor values through their actuators, which send signals to the control system
to take action based on the command it receives.
3. Mathematical relationship of real-time techniques
Real-time is a written program using Php software, the mathematical relationship of the program is shown below
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(𝑃) = 𝑉𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃…………………………………………..(1)
Where
P = power
V= voltage
I = current
Cos𝜃 = 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
Using power loss equation
𝑃 = 𝐼 2 𝑅 …………………………………………………………(2)
Where
P = Power
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𝐼 2 = 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
R= resistance
Let R = 𝜖…………………………………………………………(3)
Where 𝜖 is the comparator that compares where the to consume load is exceed the allocated load
We now have
𝑃 = 𝐼 2 𝜖 …………………………………………………………(4)
S0, 𝜖 determine whether there will be power or not
So, let 𝜖𝑜 indicate when the consumed load exceed the allocated loads, which made 𝜖 to isolate the substation
automatically, we have
𝑃 = 𝐼 2 𝜖0 …………………………………………………………(5)
Let 𝜖0 = 0
We have
𝑃 = 𝐼2 × 0
P=0
Then Let 𝜖1 indicate when the consumed load is equal or below the allocated load, which made 𝜖1 to allow current
flow to the substation automatically, we have
𝑃 = 𝐼 2 𝜖1
Let 𝜖1 = 1
We have
𝑃 = 𝐼2 × 1
𝑃 = 𝐼 2 𝜖1 desired.
The PHP Control Model

Figure 2: The PHP control model
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Figure 3: The PHP control model
The figures above show the control model of PHP, the name of the substations, load allocation, load consumption,
and the PHP controllers which isolate the substation that exceeded their load consumption automatically and send
a signal off to them, that they are OFF. But if the substation maintains its load allocation, the PHP controller allows
them to be ON.
4. Application of Real-time Technique to Transmission Network
Real-time Technique is a written program that will monitor megawatts per hour to reduce emergency load shedding
or ensure that the consumed megawatts did not exceed the allocated megawatts. The first page of the real-time
program development is the username and password and login. The user will put his or her user name and password
and click login. The next page is the Admin and sign-in. Admin only accessed by the administrator, the administrator
clicks the admin menu, the next step is the username, password, and login, the administrator queue in his or her
username and password and then, click log in.
The next page is
1. log out
2. Home
3. Allocate load to feeders
4. Open feeders reading.
If the administrator wants to log out, he clicks on log out. If he wants to go back, he clicks on home. If he wants to
allocate the load to feeders, he clicks on to allocate the load to feeders. If he wants to view the reading, he clicks
on open feeders readings.
Sign In: After the admin, the next menu is sign-in. If the different substation wants to know the megawatts allocated
to them and queue in their readings, they will click on sign in, queue in their user name and password and click log
in. the next thing you will see is
1. Log out
2. Add consumption
3. View
4. View mail
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If their want to log out, they click on log out, if their want to queue in their readings, they click on consumption. To
view their reading, they click on view, to see their mail if they exceed the megawatts allocated to them, click on view
mail. This technique is real-time, as any substation is queuing in; others are seeing their reading at this time.

Figure 4: Allocated Load in MW Per Day

Figure 5: Real-time reading per day
The system is designed with the interface between the ammeter which switch OFF and ON button to access when
each substation exceeded their load allocation and automatically switch off the defaulter substation.
This technique was incorporated using General Cotton Mill (GCM)132KV, as a test system.
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Figure 6: Emergency load shedding without incorporation Real-time Technique

Figure 7: Emergency load shedding with Incorporation of Real-time technique
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5. Conclusion
In the graph, 1 represents January, 2 represents February, 3 represents March, 4 represents April, 5 represents May
while 6 represents June, month are presented with numbers ranging from 1 to 6 as explained and their meaning
above, these number on months are plotted at the horizontal axis, while the numbers of outage occurrence are
plotted on the vertical axis, as we can see from these graph, we have more outage occurrences ranging from January,
February March, April, May, and June for plan outage, force outage, load shedding and emergency load shedding,
but when the real-time technique was introduced in May and June, we can see that outage occurrence reduce for
Dozzy feeder, harbor feeder, Atani feeder, Golden oil feeder, and Intafact feeder in terms of emergency load
shedding.
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